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Abstract: 
Three different methods are used to identify any specific pathogen infection in 
our laboratory, they are: 1.virus isolation, 2. serological assay to detect specific 
Ag or Ab response and 3. PCR to detect pathogenic DNA/RNA.  However, 
when the volume of clinical specimen is limited, usually it will be run out before 
getting any conclusive results.  Even the pathogen isolation is the golden 
standard for pathogen identification, but it takes too much time and efforts to 
obtain the data, especially several viruses are still not culturable so far, eg HCV, 
HBV, and Norovirus. Sometimes because specialty and jurisdiction with our 
center, different pathogens are performed in different laboratories therefore 
sample transfer is another problem.  If there is a multiplex detection system 
available for different pathogens, all the problems described above should be 
resolved.   
 

The xMAP technology uses polystyrene microspheres which are internally 
dyed with red and infrared fluorophores. Using different amounts of the two 
dyes for different batches of microspheres, up to 100 different microsphere 
sets can be created. Each bead is unique with a spectral signature determined 
by a red and infrared dye mixture. The bead is filled with a specific known ratio 
of the two dyes. As each microsphere carries a unique signature, the xMAP 
detection system can identify to which set it belongs. Therefore, multiplexing 
up to 100 tests in a single reaction volume is possible. There are three parts in 
the platform: 1. Part I: Microbeads Specific 2. Part II: Target Specific 3. Part III: 
Two Lasers Detection.  The beauty of this technology is that both protein 
(either Ab or Ag) and nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) can be targets for detection. 
In addition, it definitely will save money in experiment, save time in turn over 
time for detection, save manpower in the process of the clinical samples.  The 
purpose of this project is to develop xMAP technology suitable to our need and 
once developed will apply in outbreak investigation. 

 


